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As we                   at our             , 
His remarkable                                  about                                  bring us  

incredible                  and                             today!

#1  God is                              (Daniel 2:20–21)

Promise #1: No matter how                      everything seems, God                      it all.

 1.	 He                       the                      of human history

 2.	 He                       the                             in your life

#2		God	is	                             (Daniel 7:9–14)

Promise #2: No matter how                                    life seems, God exists outside of  

              and                 .

 1.	 But, He                         

 2.	And, it never                         

#3  God is               (Daniel 8:23–25)

Promise #3: No matter how                                 seem, God will  

hold                                                                      

 1.	                         and                            must and will be punished 

 2.	                            and                            must and will be punished
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#4  God is                          (Daniel 9:26–27)

Promise #4: No matter how                           the                   seems,  

God extends                                   to                            .

 1.	 Be                          for His patient mercy towards           

 2.	 Be                      about His patient mercy towards                   

#5  God is                        (Daniel 10:12–14; 11:31–32, 44–45; 12:1–3))

Promise #5: No matter how                     God’s                        seem, God never  

                              on them.

 1.	Your                                   changes 

 2.	Your                     changes

As you                     at               , are His                         about tomorrow bringing 
you                     and                                 today?

Do you have                         in the middle of                               ?
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As we gaze at our God, 
His remarkable promises about tomorrow bring us  

incredible hope and clarity today!

#1  God is Sovereign (Daniel 2:20–21)

Promise #1: No matter how chaotic everything seems, God controls it all.

 1.	 He shapes the course of human history

 2.	 He filters the challenges in your life

#2		God	is	Transcendent (Daniel 7:9–14)

Promise #2: No matter how overwhelming life seems, God exists outside of  

time and space.

 1.	 But, He gets it 

 2.	And, it never gets Him 

#3  God is Just (Daniel 8:23–25)

Promise #3: No matter how evil people seem, God will hold everyone accountable

 1.	 All evil and injustice must and will be punished 

 2.	Your evil and injustice must and will be punished
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#4  God is Merciful (Daniel 9:26–27)

Promise #4: No matter how depraved the world seems, God extends patience to sinners.

 1.	 Be grateful for His patient mercy towards you

 2.	 Be urgent about His patient mercy towards others

#5  God is Faithful (Daniel 10:12–14; 11:31–32, 44–45; 12:1–3)

Promise #5: No matter how lost God’s people seem, God never gives up on them.

 1.	Your life always changes 

 2.	Your God never changes

As you gaze at God, are His promises about tomorrow bringing you hope  
and clarity today?

Do you have clarity in the middle of uncertainty?


